The phase-invariant measure J of CP violation defined by Jarlskog is applied to the Fritzsch mass matrices. Given 
The quantity J is invariant with respect to any phase transformations allo~ed for the KM matrix; further, all CP-violating intensities contain this factor.
Since it is possible to change the relative phases of differently flavored quark doublets, the only significant phases are u=u"-ud, p=p"-pd .
A given choice of these phases determines the KobayashiMaskawa (KM) matrix elements VJ as functions of the quark masses. A discussion of the phenomenology following from different choices of u and P has been given by
Shin.
Here we want to analyze the CP violation using the method of Jarlskog. She considers the determinant of the commutator of the mass matrices det(M", Md) = -2iF"Fd J,
As has been noted in many papers, it is necessary that the two terms in Eq. (9) 
a= -X, P +k.
with M"symmetric and CP conserving, while D is antisymmetric and CP violating. It then follows using (2) and (6) 
